There are several proper ways to cite sources in academic papers. Students often rely upon in-text citation styles such as MLA (Johnson, 271) or APA (Johnson, 1998, p. 217). However, most historians prefer a citation model that provides source information right at the bottom or “foot” of the page. Guidelines for how to use proper footnote format can be found in Hacker’s and Sommers’ A Writer’s Reference in the sections on CMS (Chicago Manual of Style) notes and bibliography, but the process is simple. For books, use this format. Articles are cited in this manner. Historical primary sources can get a little trickier. Here is an example for a historical newspaper obtained from an online database. It’s always a good idea to highlight the exact location where you obtained a source -- professors need to see a roadmap for your research. So, if you view a published book online through something like Google Books -- you need to acknowledge that. The citation style for general websites keeps evolving, but at minimum, you need to provide author or host institution, site name, and page URL. If you are citing a letter from a collected edition of writings, then try to include as much information as possible. Or, if you are citing a primary source excerpt or some essay from a larger collection, include key details about its origins. This is especially important when you are using primary sources reprinted in other types of sources. You can also acknowledge a historical quotation, like John Adams’s famous line, “Facts are stubborn things,” from a secondary source. For repeated citations to the same source, you can abbreviate in subsequent references. Finally, citations should be numbered in consecutive order, from the beginning of your paper until the end -- and notes should appear at the bottom of each page. Also, citations typically go outside of all punctuation and at the end of the sentence, and undergraduate students should strive to keep explanatory text or discursive asides out of footnotes. With citations, it often feels as if the biggest challenge is simply to remember all of the minor rules (such as with footnotes, author names appear in regular order, but in bibliographies, it’s last name then first name). But the bottom line in citing sources is to provide the careful reader with a consistent and clear roadmap to your research. Try to provide all information essential to understanding the exact nature of the source. The rest will take care of itself.
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